
C~ER VIII 

'l'l:;IE CONCEPT OF CHOICE a SARTRE' HARE V'IEW 

rn this chapter I propose to analyse the sartrean statement 

that the existence is absurd and the consequential concept of 

choice. The statement is ontological, and the concept pertains 

to the realm of ethics·. The· passage from an ontological ®scription 

of human reality to an ethical theory can be risky, and it has been 

argued by many that sa.rtre• s philosophy has no eth.ics. 'i'h& Sartrean 

test on moral philosophy is unwritten. The very last sentence in 

Being and Nothingnesli promised such a publication. Of course, no 

such book has ever come into existence. But the publication of the . 
Critique of Dialectical Reason, Volume ;. . may be looked tipon 

as the fulfilment of Sartre•s pledge. Besides Simone de Beavoir's 

The Ethics of Ainbiguity, Francis Jaanson • s 2 full•length study 

of sartre•s philosophy viewed it' as ultimately ethical in import. 

The position taken in this chapter is that Sartre has an ethics3 

and it can be linked ·to ·Hare • s. 

Though the proposed analysis will be of a no~~ existen'

tialist sort, yet for the sake of avoiding misrepres~ntation it 

is worth delineating the key terms of Sartrean doctrine used in 

the paper be explained. frence a very brief schematic indication 

of sartre•s designation of human reality follows. 
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There is for sartre the basic ontological duality o:f .in-. ' 

itself and for-itself. Human reality is never pure being-for · 

itselfa 'l'he tension between in-itself and for-itself is the me~s 

by which sartre seeks to explain the individual's relation to 

himself, to his environment, and to other men. ~he hlqjlan being 

is not his own raison de' tre, his gro·und· of existence. ~he chief 

characteristic of being-for-itself is its activity. It is incapable 

of being acted on from without, and it C:oLsists in and is exhausted 

by its own intentional, meaning-conferring acts. Human conscious

ness constitutes itself by contrast with or as other than its 

physical milieu, its body, its part and indeed everything whatso

ever. By its self-detaching activity, it creates, as it were, 

a hole in being-in-i1:.self and the latter, as the horizon that 

surrounds this focus of negation becomes a "worldu. Because 

consciousness projects being-in-itself against ~ backdrop of 

non-being, it inescapably apprehends &:tuality in the content 

of possibility -- that is, of the alternative possibilities 

of development of wh.tch t!1a actual is susceptible.. :It also 

apprehends itself as a bridge between. ~he actual cllld the possible 

ana as having to determine which of these possibil.ities is ·to be 

realized. 'rhe human reality is that by which value arriv.ruJ in the 

world. Finally, human consciousnesa is free because it is forced . 

to think of i t.se lf as - and thus is . - other than the world and 

tmincorporable into any causal sequences it may cU.scern withiD 

the world. 'I'he feel~1g of anguish, sartre says, is o_~ experience 



of this freedom. He rejects totally, as unprovable~ ontologically 

impossible, and unjustifiable because of the potential limitations 

that it imposes on man • s f.i.Gedom, the suggestion that: values exist 

in any way prior to man him~1elf, or that any particular values 

are inevitably" "imposed• on all men by sone a.lleged essen tiel 

nature of things. The fact of human freedom means that ..... in 

the bright realm of. values, ~a have no excuse behina us, no.r · 

justification before us" 4• NO excuse behinCi us, because only our 

own free choice can account for our acJtionu. By .. excuses" may be 

meant all theories which interpret man • s behaviour in terms of 

son~ natural or supernatural deterministic system, fate, will of 

Gad, etc. our freeaom rules out the possibility of a justification 

before us. values are valid only because we have chosen them as 

valuc:~t;le. we can change our values by our. own aecision, and there 

are no principles in the world to which we can turn to know that 

we have decided rightly. we are not responsible for heir d in world, 

but we cannot uvo:Ld J::eaponsibility for the rol& which we have 

chosen to play in the world .. There are no acts which are good or 

bad in themsel.,es. 

A person exists authentically or h~ is in bad faiths. 

Authentic existence J.s directly related to the being of man, .it 

is a kind of honesty in falling the ambi~ uous nature of human 

reality. To exist is to act, hence to exist authentically is to 

make free decisions. sartre does not distinguish between freedom 
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mentat.ion through human actior.t. It is only by that sane conscious 

existence that these situat,ions oan be assigned the goals toward 

\.rhich t.hey are to develop. It follows that. not. only the means used 

to: reach a given goal but the goal but the goal itself . and any 

generul principles that may have dictat.ed its selection must ba 

thought of as choices that are subject. to no causal. influenc;~s 

and no rational· controls at ~1. such choices are "unjustifiable• 

because the reasoning that is colmlonly though of as providing 

indepenaent guidance for choice is itself an expression of that 

choice. such a choice is not, however, to be conceived as a single 

mental episode,. Rather, it is human .action itself considered as 

do1ng one thing rather than another from among tba multiple possi-. 

bilities with which human consciousness endow each actual situation. 

To exist is to act, and to aet is to choQse. Anguia4 is brought 

about on the reflection tha~ the~e is nothing at all to dete~e 

our choices .. Freedom to make choices, for Sartre. :ls part of the 

definition of man, and making choices entails asserting values~ 

All values depend on freedom6 .. 

The tTJro kinds of being~~ for-itself. and in-itself are 1n a 

permanent state of disintegration. A synthesis of the two is causa 

sui impossible.. While the being-for-itself. does presuppose being

in-·itself, the latter, being "opaque", remains radically indepen

demt. It is a hopeless underta~ing because a genuine logical 

synthesis is preclucied by the negating actiori of human consciousness 

which perpetually creates anew the distinctions such a synthesis 
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is intended to overcome. When confronted by the awareness of the 

variety, contingency and senselessness of the world, a consciou~ 
7 I 

being feels nausea • Existence is nausea or absurd., 'I'he absurd is 

a confrontation between the individual and his world. It is not 
\ 

the world which is absurd, nor is it man. 'I'he absurd is the lack 

of correspondence between the two. It is an anxious conscioUsness 
. ' 

of the alienation between the individual and the world. I.at tia now 

tuJ:n to the proposed analysiso 

vlhen sartre c a.J.ls existence absurd he appeacs to combine 

two main contentions. The first is that things have no sufficient 

ree~on for being as they are and not otherwise. 'I'he second is that 

things are contingent and not necessary. we can begin by consi-

daring the latter. one might be inclined to argue as follows. 

Thci.t ·the existence of material objects, including people. is 

contingent, that ''such-and-such an objects exists" is always a 

contingent truth and not a necessary one, is itself a necessary 

truth. To wish that it were otherwise is therefore to wish that 

tr~ denial of a necessary truth could be asserted as true. But the 

denial of a necessary truth expresses a lO~!iCa.l impossibility, 

and just as we cannot make sense of that which is .logically 

impossible. we cannot make sense of wishing that what is logically 

impossible should be so. For we cannot say what it is we would be 

•.vishing for. This argument, however, contains two important 

mistakes. The first is that it eontains a very crude notion of 

who~t Jt is for an expression to have meaning or to make sense. 
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we would not understand his lament. We would not kne\1 what he had 

to regret. we could understand what he said. but not what he did. 

How are we to understand what sartre ooes when he laments contin-

.gency? what possibilities are close~ to h£m which would otherwise 

be open? What was the point of writing La Nause•e or the relevant 

parts of L' Etre. et Le ne' ant? 

A reading of La Nause' e .suggests strongly that the contin

gency of things is lamentable precisely because they lack suffi

cient reason for being as they are. ~hat ·this is so affects things 

and people differently. Things just are in all their nauseating 

fullness. They do not point beyond or outside themselves as do 

the contingent being·s of Aquinas' "Third WaY" • T~ir being con

tingent is not a lack for them. Here there is nothing to lament. 

But with human existence the lack of a sufficient reason for 

oneself and for things bein'd as they are means en imperfection. 

a sartrean rendering of what Heidegger calla ilfallenness 11 • WB are 

in a senseless world, of which we ceaselessly and .inevitably try 

to make sense. This· in the absurdi·ty both ot things and of our

selves. Can we make sensa of lamenting the lack o~ a su£ficient 

reason? Onl~l if we suppose that if the ll.Iliverae were what Leibniz. 

or Hegel in his more ~ationalist metaphysical moods, said it.was 

should we have possibilities opened to us which are now denied 

to us. But on Sartre's own showing if I..eibniz or Hegel were right 

we should cease to be free, sartre speaks of us as condemned to 

freedom. Therefore it is right perhaps to lament a state of affairs 
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~lhich entails our frqedom .. , Yet at: t.he same time sartre clearly 

shows that all the possibilities of characteristically human li£e 

are bound up with the possession of freedom. so that about the 

Saitrean lament there is SOhleth;lnQ false. What it is COmeS out 

very clearly if we compare the sartz:ean picture of human nature 

in La Nause •e with what Simone de Beauvoir says in her memoir 

about sartre • s life and attitudes at tlle time when he w~ writing 

it .. sartre is there I,ictured as leading an eager,· meaningful life. 
' 8 

with many friends and projects • His fictional creature, Antoine 

Roquentin, has a meaningless, empty existence by· contrast, and 

the power of sartre • s portrayal is in the claim that RoquentiD 

· is discovering tne reality beneath the surface, the false solidity 

of social life hiding the metaphysical void. Yet sartre does not 

behave as though this were true. HiS confidence in his own novel 

reaches far beyond Roquentin's desperate hope that writ·mg a book 

might rescue him from contingency. What then induced Sartre • s bad 

faith? (For Siirtre• s own behaviour and its lack of coherence with 

his professed doctrines is a striking exanple of bad faith.) At 

least two reasons can be suggested. 

The first is t.hat sartre is a disappointe~ rationalist, 

I do not by saying this point only to sartre•s well-known 

cartesian tendencies.. I mean, rather, that he continuously writes 

as if he expects something like the Cartesi·an or the Hegelian view 

of the world to be true, and is disappointed that it is not. 

Everything ought to be necessarily as .it is, the parts all finite 

' 
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manifestations of a single rational whole, each with a sufficient 

reason for being what and as it is. which i~ W& only knew it wauld 

provide a ·rational justification and explanation of a totally 

satisfying kind. The. importance in Sartre's scheme of the human 

aspiration to the condition of God is only intelligible on this 

view .. This also explains why when Sartre makes conceptual points 

long familiar from the writings of the British empricists, he does 

so with a sense of drama or even melodrama which is notably absent 

in Locke, Berkeley, and Hume. or, is this always true? When at the 

end of Book r of A Treatise of Human Nature H\llle describes his 

experience of epistemological vertigo we are very close to the 
. I 

world of La Nause•e a ur am confounded with all these questions. 
i 

and being to fancy myself in ~ most deplc>rable condition 

imaginable, environed with the deepest darkness. and utterly 

deprived of the use of every ~riber and facultyu 9• What questions? 

Questions that make Hume "look upon no opinion even as more 

probable or likely than another"10• Why? Htnue has argued that we 

cannot justify inductive arguments. The arguments which Huma uses 

here amotint, as has often been noticed, to pointing out that 

inductive arguments cannot be jumtified deduct.tv~ly. that we can 

find no clear and certain self-authenticating first principle from 

which to deduce what we· need for inductive argument •. In other words, 

the empiricist failure to justify induction rests upon an acceptance 

o:f rationalist standards of justt"fication. Hun&'s empricism is 

that of a disappointed rationalist. But at this point Hume turns 

to the solaces of fr1endship and bnckgaiMlOnl he invokes nature 
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and the force of custom ana habit. we argue inductively from. 

custom and habit, and no amo\mt of skeptical doubt·can prevail 

agaJ.nst nature. This .1,.s the move that is not open to sat·tre. '·For 

him custom and habit are fals.ifications, d.isguJ.ses. His discovery 

that the expectations of metaphysical rationalism are necessarily 

disappointing leaves him characterizing the world as l.aoking 

sonething. where he ought to go a stage further back in the argU

ment, and question the whole rationalist use of such terms as· 

"sufficient reasonu, he retains this language and characterizes the 

world by saying that the world is such that the rational.f.s't des

criptions do not and cannot be applied to .f.t. This is like supposing 

that wl1en one has shown that animistic forms of description do not 

apply to trees and rocks, one has adequately characteriZed trees 

and rocks. The refutation of primitive religion is no suts·t.itute 

for Botany or Geology; the refutation of metaphysical rationalism 

is no substitute for an adequate logic and conceptual psychology. 

But this is not the whole story. 'rhex-e is another and a coD;lplicating 

factor. This is that the shock of the discovery that t~re are no 

sufficient reasons, no ultimate justifications (in the sense 

intended by rationalis·t metaphysics and also by a certain kin_d of 

theology which closely resembles it) is not private to Sartre. ~he 

ques·tion of ultimate justificat;l.on for beliefs and standards 

remains relatively unimportant for most people so long as social 

forms are stable and SI;)Cia1 conflict is minimal. When. however, 

the support of custom and habit, which COllstitute cj.vilized social 

life (and aie neither the work of nature as Hune thought nor self-
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1 deception as sartre thinks) is withdrawn as it has been in periods 

. , 

I. 

I 
I : l 

of rapid industrial change, of war, of pri~on camps and torture, of 

Nazism and the tot ali tar ian state, people are forced to ask qUestions 

about justification \olhich normally just do not arise. Moreover, all 

their normal responses are put in question by extreme situations. 

~lhat \1Tere socially approved and.prai.sed public acts., haviJ:lg familiar 

utilitarian justifications, become private gestures in a social 

void. The qtiestion, "But what \"iOUld happen if everybody acted like 

you?" has no more force when _everybody has been acting much worse 

than you for a very long time. And something like this was the case 

in a large part of Europe from 1933 until 1945, to go no further 

afield • 

In this situation the psychology o:1: the absurd man, of the 

man who gestures in the void, bec~ines crucial. But sartre • s study 

of this man is defective in- an important way. Consider a study of 

the psychology of the absurd or the extreme situat.1.on. !'ake as even 

closer to .sartre • s preoccupations the <Jentral character of Camus • 

novel r.• Btranger. He has no normal human emotions or responses. 

Things happen to him and he performs actions, but all in an 
errotional vacuum. He neither hopes nor despairs. He is neither 

interested nor uninterested. He just is. The death of a mother. 

the wishes of a girl-friend, the chance killing of an unknown 

person - these are all the kind of events which have normal and 

standard, though not uniform. responses of various types. What 

are we to make of someone not characterized by these responses, 
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someone so radically lackirtg them that it is not enough to ;;ay that 

he is not sad or repentant? For him these ar'e attributes that 'he 

scarcely understands. The words lack meaning for him. Why are . 

we deeply moved by Camus • novel 1 In part, at leas·b, by tha contrast 

with ordinary human .life. 'l'he meaning and point o:f the normal 

responses are thrown into sharp relief by this p1cture of a man 

who lacks them. But it is essential both to the structure of the 

nov·el and to our understanding of its central character that he 

should be abnormal and exceptional. Without this contrast with the 

normal we should be at a loss and the novel would be de~rived of 

its point. Yet this is the backcloth of normal responses which is 

lacking in sartre • s philosophical wx·i·tings, though it j :3 certainly 

not lacking,. at least. by implication and sometimes by statement, in 

his novels after La Nause •e and above all in his pla.ys. And thus 

the absurdity which infects Sartrean man • s existence is deprived 

of its point. Btit at the same time the voc;ue o~ Sartre is easily 

explained. He provia~s a picture of human existence which can 

easily be accepted by many uprooted and displaced people1 he offers 

an explanation of why· others do not see themselve$ like this, when 

he cites had faith. Curiously,. sartre in his social philosophy 

identifies the deceptions of custom arid 'habit with the social life 

of the bourgeoisie - curiously because the majority of tho.se who 
' . 

recognize the applica.tion of Artre' s picture to themselves are 

rootless members of the bourgeois Cllasse I do not ·t.hink many F}ench 

't110rkers are sartraa.ns., 
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rn. Hegel ••tane unhappy consciousnesf. ,. belongs to one 

historical phase, to one psychological type. It is the clue to,one 

sort of man, not to all men. It cannot be +-he clue to human nature, 
. . 

just because the problems of the unhappy consciousness can be 

resolved. Equally, when modern .psycho-analysis recognize the 

experience of the absurd of Kierkegaardian dread or sart~ean 

nausea in their patients, they see these as symptoms of a condition 

·that can be or needs to be cured. But in Sartre we are faeed with 

a description which suggests no alternative but the drastic, con

ceptually confused,. political altel."lli!~otives (;')f thE! criti6ple. 

'l'o all these the reply might be 1.-:.hat what is being under

est.imated is the extent ·to which sartJ:e J.n ;fact proves his points. 

For independent testimony can be adduced to $upport Sartre in such 

content:ions as that no one else c-an choose noral principles for 

me, that in the end I can only s·tand firm on iny choice of pr:.inciples, 

and the like. Neither oavid Hume n<)r R.M. Hare ·ere usually ti'lken 

for existentialists, but sartre leans heavily not only on Hume•s 

the :sis that we cannot deduce an "ouyb't" frorn an "is" • but even 

more upon a view of justification fundamentally s.imilar to that 
11 . 

of Hare • For Hare, ~1hen we have specified the consequences of 

acting upon the sort of principle we have chosen, when we have 

specified the way of life of which this principle is a part, the 

justification for principles is a:t mn end. Here we can no longer 
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argile, we can only decide. But this is apparently sartre'a ~·~hical 

position also, . and even Kierkegaard 1 s. The view is the opposite 

of ;u-istotle • s ·that deliberation end choice belong together -

for Hare and sartre alike, where thex·e is no furtt-.er room for 

del:Lberation, choice is in plcce. This choice is necessarily 

criterion less .. 

one reason why a point apparently of cold logic in Hume 

or in Hare beCOII¥3S a dramatic point of oontr~versy in Sartre is 

that nume and even Hare are able to assume a social context· of 

broad moral agree100nts and sartre is not12• When we know what to 

choose morally, to be told that our choices have no further justi

fication will not disturb us as it will when we do not know what 

to choose, and are looking for reasons to turn one ~·:rny rather than 

another. But are Hare and sartre in fact right? .AI:e there criterion

less choices and do they underlie moral principles? one could 

approach this in a number of ways. One would be to ask for instances 

of choices and to st.udy the re-lationship. of choice to criteria. 

Here it would perhaps turn out that actual examples of apparently 

cri.terionless choices seem always to be special and misleading cases, 

such as the choice of a numbered ticket from a hat in a raffle, 

where there must be no criterion for deciding between one ticket 

and another, because the whole point is that the ac~lection shall 

be random.. And this is to say that the choice is governed by a 

criterion, namely that each ticket shall have en equal chance 

of selection. In any case, choice of moral principles does not 
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appear to be like that. Moreover, it follows from the sartr~Hare 

view that a moral principle can (logically) have &~y content 

whatsoever. ~·/hat moral principles one has depends on one• s choices. 

and these, be.J..ng not restricted by criteria of cho.ice, can be of 

an~thing at all. But \>le are strongly inclined to say that if a man 

avowedly made it a moral principle that one ought always to walk 

abc:;ut with one's hand on one • s head we should find l.'lhat he said is 

unintelligible. If we discovered that he had a belief that doing 

this prevented sorre disease, or gave pleasure to himself or others, 

or was connected with some other recognisable human goOd, we should 

begin to unaerstand. And this suggests strongly ·.:..hat the content 

of moral principles ls not open for us to choose just as we like1 

\'ITe are limited by the character of the concept of a good. But to 

adndt this would involve Sartre in admitting his bete-noire, an 

objective moral order of some soJ.-t. 

we can understand in any case an oddity in Sartre • s position 

\'lhei."l we consider the fact that desires appear to play no role in 

provic ing criteria of choice. The reason for this is simple. 

sartre thinks that desires and emotions thamaelves are cho~en. If 

I arr: srid, he argues, it is because I choose to be. He pictures a 

man ilj, a state of melancholy, 'i.-lhO rouses himself t.o a state of 

interest and cheerfulness when some one else entez:·s the room. But 

it does not follow from this, as sartre supposes, that the man 

can be sad or cheerful as he chooses. It would be muchnore natural 

to say that he can rou~e himself from his sadness, if he wants 

something else badly enough, such as not to show his sar::.-1ess to 


